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Aloha,

I’m Cindy Freitas a party in the contested case hearing for Case No. BLNR-CC-16-0002. I understand that this meeting on Tuesday, October 4, 2016 from 10:00am to 12:00pm will be taking place as an “Executive Session” pursuant to HRS Section 92-5(a)(4). Therefore I’m registering my thoughts about the restriction in advance.

On the Agenda are the following and my thoughts:

“VI. NEW BUSINESS

B. Action Item CR-5 Develop and Adopt Guidelines for the Culturally Appropriate Placement and Removal of Offerings.

My thoughts: When removing of offerings there is a protocol to follow within our spiritual ancestor world. Only the individual who knows the proper way to remove it, its been though generations of ancestor that are with in us. It’s not possible to adopt a guideline for this type of removal of offerings in any book. Under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution or the limitations on State action where religion is concerned.

C. Action Item CR-6 Develop and Adopt a Management Policy for UH Management Areas on the Scattering of Cremated Human Remains.

My thoughts: When Developing and Adopting a Policy for areas on the Scattering of Cremated Human Remains falls under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution or the limitations on State actions where religion is a concerned. “promotion one religion over others and also restricting an individual’s religious practices”.

D. Action Item CR-7 Determination of the Appropriateness of Construction new Hawaiian Cultural Features.
My thoughts: New Hawaiian Cultural Features will fail due to a spiritual ancestor parts in building a AHU and to be consecrated with blessings that our spiritual ancestor are our guides. It also will fall under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution or the limitations on State actions where religion is concerned.

E. Action Item CR-9 Management Policy for the Cultural Appropriateness of Building AHU or “Stacking of Rocks”

My thoughts: Again it falls under First Amendment to the United States Constitution or the limitation on State actions where religion is concerned. Building a AHU comes from our spiritual ancestor who calls upon the individual to go and do our cultural customary traditional religion practices and its been for generation way before 1778 till today we still instill our practices that can only be pass down though generations and the unborn.

Though this process of the OMKM, I think their should be a balance when it comes to “CULTURE CUSTOMARY TRATIONAL RELIGION PRACTICES”, there has been so much NEGLECTED for many years and now you what to regulated our ‘SPIRITUAL RELIGIOUS PRACTICES’ I think that will not happen we the people are humble people but when it comes to our ‘CULTURE CUSTOMARY TRATIONAL RELIGION PRACTICES’ we will stand up strong for our ‘ANCESTORS’... After all it’s on UH web papers on promoting the history on our ‘CULTURE CUSTOMARY TRATIONAL RELIGION PRACTICES.

Mahalo for letting me voice my thoughts to this ‘EXECUTIVE SESSION’

Mahalo,

Cindy Freitas  
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